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1. Introduction

Let D be a domain in Rn (n > 2) with the Green function G(x, y) for
the Laplace equation. By \D\ we denote the volume of D. In [5] Cranston
and McConnell proved the following result.

T H E O R E M A. Let n = 2 and let D be a domain of finite area. Then there
exists an absolute constant c such that for any function h>0 harmonic on D,

ί G(x,y)h(y)dy<c\D\h(x).

Their methods are highly probabilistic; they use the life time of condi-
tioned Brownian motion. Chung [4] gave a simplified proof of Theorem A.
His proof is based on the up-crossing and the down-crossing inequalities in
the martingale theory. Banuelos [2] extended Theorem A to general elliptic
equations and n > 3. (For the higher dimensional case we need to assume
some boundary regularity.) His proof is also probabilistic.

The purpose of this note is to give an elementary analytic proof of
Theorem A. Throughout this note we let A be a positive harmonic function
on D. We say that u is an ft-Green potential of density / if

h(x)]D

G(x, y)f(y)dy.

In other words, u is the Λ-Green potential of density / if hu is the Green
potential of density /. In this terminology, the conclusion of Theorem A
reads as follows: the upper bound of the h-Green potential of density h is
dominated by c\D\.

Let us consider the upper bound of /i-Green potentials. In the simplest
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